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Speech and Action Integration in Humanoid
Robots: Simulation Experiments with iCub
V. Tikhanoff, A. Cangelosi, G. Metta
Platform


Abstract— Building intelligent systems with human level of
competence is the ultimate grand challenge for science and
technology in general, and especially for the computational
intelligence community. Recent theories in autonomous cognitive
systems have focused on the close integration (grounding) of
communication with perception, categorization and action.
Cognitive systems are essential for integrated multi-platform
systems that are capable of sensing and communicating. This
paper presents a cognitive system for a humanoid robot that
integrates abilities such as object detection and recognition,
which are merged with natural language understanding and
refined motor control. The work includes robotic simulation
experiments showing that a humanoid robot (iCub platform) is
able to acquire behavioral, cognitive, and linguistic skills through
individual and social learning. The robot is able to learn to
handle and manipulate objects autonomously, to understand
basic instructions, and to adapt its abilities to changes in internal
and environmental conditions.
Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, Manipulation, Cognitive
Robotics, Speech recognition, iCub.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

systems research , including developmental
cognitive robotics, focuses on the development of
artificial information processing systems that are capable
of perception, learning, decision-making, communication and
action. The main objective of cognitive systems is to
transform human-machine systems by enabling machines to
engage human users in a human like cognitive interaction
[58]. A cognitive system, such as a robot or a simulated agent,
is based and designed upon human cognitive processes that
enable the system to interact or engage human users in a
human like cognitive process. A cognitive system is based on
computational representations and processes of human
behavior that aim to replicate the cognitive abilities of humans
[8], [9], [11], [12], [14], [18], [20], [22]. Using evidence from
domains such as neuroscience and cognitive science, it is
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possible to build artificial intelligence systems that are capable
of human cognitive abilities.
Developmental cognitive robotics is an emergent area of
cognitive systems, which is at the intersection of robotics and
developmental sciences in psychology, biology, neuroscience
and artificial intelligence [2], [35], [36], [41], [42].
Developmental robotics is based on methodologies such as
embodied cognition, evolutionary robotics and machine
learning. New methodologies for the continued development
of cognitive robotics are constantly being sought by
researchers, who wish to promote the use of robots as a
cognitive tool [4], [7], [35], [50], [65], [66], [68]. Amongst
diverse solutions to the programming of robots such as
attention sharing, turn-taking behavior and social regulation
[20], [23], a major part of the research focus in developmental
cognitive robotics is imitation. A considerable amount of
research has been conducted in order to achieve
imitating/intentional agents [3], [29], [39], [48], [57]. More
recently, researchers have used developmental robotics model
in order to study other cognitive functions such as language
and communication.
This paper proposes a new approach to the design of a robust
system that is able to take advantage of all the functionalities
that a humanoid robot such as the iCub robotic platform [45],
[56] provides. This will focus on object manipulation with
refined
motor
control
integrated
with
language
“understanding” capabilities. The paper describes cognitive
experiments carried out on the iCub simulator [62], [63].
These experiments are divided into three main sections: (1)
vision, (2) motor learning, and (3) natural language
understanding. The scope of this paper is limited to the latter
two due to spatial constraints. Section II concentrates on the
motor control system, which consist of a reaching and
grasping module. Section III which provides a detailed
description of the speech module, and finally describes a
complete experiment on cognitive behavior.
II. REFINED MOTOR CONTROL
A. Introduction
This section proposes a method for teaching a robot how to
reach for an object that is placed in front of it and then,
attempting to grasp the object. The first part of the work
focuses on solving the task of reaching for an object in the
robot's peripersonal environment. This work employs a control
system configuration, consisting of a neural network that is
configured as a feed-forward controller. The second part
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incorporates the above reaching module with an extra
controller that is needed for the robot to actually grasp the
object. This employs another control system configuration,
which consists of a neural network that is configured as a
Jordan Neural Network [30].
B. Reaching
In recent years, humanoid research has focused on the
potential for efficient interaction with the environment through
motor controls and manipulation. Reaching is one of the most
important assignments for a humanoid robot, as it provides the
robot with the ability to interact with the surrounding
environment, and permits the robot to discover and learn
through the task of manipulation. However, this task is not a
simple problem. Significant progress has been made to solve
these problems and this section will briefly explain some of
the past applications that have been used towards the reaching
problem.
Reaching in neuroscience has focused on the development of
human models of reaching, in order for a humanoid robot to
achieve human-like reaching [13], [17]. Additionally,
neuroscience considers the issue of pre-grasping as defined by
Arbib and colleagues [1]. This deals with the configuration of
the fingers for successful grasping, whilst performing the
reaching movement. These finger configurations must,
therefore, satisfy some types of pre-defined knowledge
covering the object in order to grasp it, and also some type of
pre-defined knowledge about the task to accomplish. This
document is not concerned with generating a reaching system,
which is similar to human models of reaching by using pregrasping, but assumes that reaching and grasping can be
performed independently. Recent works that are directly
applicable to humanoid reaching have considered this
manipulation planning problem [38], [49].
Current research on humanoid robot manipulation [34] has
considered the reaching problem without dealing in depth with
the grasping issue. Issues such as grasping, friction and the
mechanics behind it are not taken into consideration, and use
reaching for pointing and touching. Other recent work [10] has
implemented reaching by using a path planner with some
obstacle avoidance procedure. Kagami and colleagues [32] use
an interesting approach by taking into account the humanoid
stereo vision, in order to construct a virtual model of an
environment. This includes the use of inverse kinematics to
perform a reaching and grasping task. Apart from [32], these
few works have simplified the problem of reaching to a
greater extend, for example by not involving vision and other
sensory inputs from the humanoid robots.
This work considers reaching as a hand-eye coordination task,
which greatly depends on vision for tracking of objects,
whether static or moving, and their depth estimation. The
control system that has been designed for reaching does not
depend on heavy camera calibration and an extensive analysis
of the robot’s kinematics. The reaching system uses the
uncalibrated stereo vision system, to determine the depths of
the objects. A suitable system for a humanoid robot must take
into consideration the movement of the robot’s head and eyes
[24]. Metta and colleagues [44] have developed a humanoid
robot controller based on single motor mapping. They
developed the mapping from the two eyes of the robot to
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control two joints in the arms. They then added the eye
vergence in order to determine the depth of an object [43].
Even with the addition of the eye vergence, there were some
imperfections due to errors in the hand positioning. In an
earlier paper, Marjanovic and colleagues [37] described a
system that was able to correct mapping errors by redirecting
the robot’s eyes to focus on its hand, after looking at the
object. This permitted, to some extent, an improvement in the
results by using simple motor mapping. There have also been
several systems that have used learning with endpoint closed
loop controls [16], [52], [64]. These systems use fixed
cameras and can perform several types of error corrections,
which permit adjustment of the learned mappings and the end
position of the hand. Although the different systems were
reliable, they failed when the hand was not visible by the
vision system. However, it is not possible to assume that the
hand will be constantly visible during object manipulation in a
humanoid robot. More recently, Gaskett and colleagues [24]
have successful implemented a system that used stereo vision
to view a target. This involved moving the hand towards the
end position, whilst also assisting the eyes, so that the object
could be tracked by moving the head and torso of the
humanoid robot. When the vision lost track of the arm, they
used a three dimensional self-organizing map (SOM) [33] in
order to map the three dimensional movements of the robotic
arm. By knowing the state of the eye, head and arm joints,
they used the learned SOM to make the robot find the hand
and look at it. Although the design of the system is reliable,
the controllers cannot be refined online and are based on nonlearning networks of proportional derivatives. The system
used for the reaching module, implemented in this work, uses
the knowledge of previous findings and adapts them to use an
improved mapping.
The reaching module is based on learning motor-motor
relationships between the vision system of the head/eyes and
the iCub’s arm joints. This is represented by a feed-forward
neural network trained with a back propagation algorithm. The
only initial condition is that the hand is positioned in the visual
space of the robot to initiate the tracking of the visual system.
This will then calculate the three-dimensional coordinates of
the hand itself, and consequently move the head accordingly.
A feed-forward multilayer perceptron, with back propagation
algorithm [54] was modeled to simulate reaching for diverse
objects that reside within their surroundings. The following
architecture has been used to model the feed-forward neural
network:
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the employed feed-forward neural network.

The input to the feed-forward neural network is a vector of
three dimensional coordinates (X, Y and Z) of the robot’s
hand, normalized from 0 to 1. These coordinates were
determined by the vision system, by means of the template
matching method, and depth estimation. The output of the
network is a vector of angular positions of 5 joints that are
located on the arm of the robot. The joints used for the
reaching module are described in Table I.
Joint

Description

Shoulder Pitch

Front and back movement

Shoulder Roll

Adduction-abduction movement

Shoulder Yaw

Yaw movement when the arm axis is
aligned with gravity

Elbow

Elbow movement

Wrist Pronosupination

Forearm rotation along the arm axis

Table I. Description of the different joints used for the reaching module.

The hidden layer comprises of 10 units. This is the optimal
number of hidden units identified after preliminary
experiments. During the training phase, the robot generates
5,000 random sequences, whilst performing motor babbling
within each joint’s spatial configuration/limits. When the
sequence is finished, the robot determines the coordinates of
its hand and what joint configuration was used to reach this
position. Figure 2 shows 150 positions of the endpoints of the
robot hands, by representing them as green squares.

Fig. 3. RMSE value during training of the reaching module

By analyzing the results, we can see that the network has been
successful in learning to reach the specific position, with its
joint configuration. But it has discarded the last joint
completely, as shown in figure 4. Figure 4 displays the first
150 results of the 2,500 testing samples provided to the
network. Each graph represents the different normalized (from
0 to 1) joint degrees (Y axis) at each of the 150 positions (X
axis). Starting from the top:

Fig. 2. Example of the 150 end positions of the robot arms during training.

This feed-forward neural network was trained with the
parameters listed in the following table:
Learn Size Test Size

Total

NumIterati Learn
ons
Rate

RMSE

2,500

5,000

50,000

0.156

2,500

0.05

Table II. Training parameters of the reaching feed-forward network module.

After multiple tests of 50,000 iterations, the RMSE (root mean
squared error) ranged from 0.15 to 0.16, which indicates that
the neural network was not able to fully learn the task (see
figure 3).

Fig. 4. The first 150 results of the 2,500 samples given to the network. Each
graph represents the different joint degrees at each of the 150 positions.
Starting from the top: shoulder pitch – shoulder roll – shoulder yaw – elbow –
wrist pronosupination

The reason for such a high root mean square error is believed
to be due to several factors. The first one is the fact that the
wrist pronosupination (forearm rotation along the arm
principal axis) is not needed for the robot to reach a specific
position and therefore is eventually discarded by the network
when learning the training data. The desired mappings of the
joints of the iCub simulator have been satisfied as much as
possible without the use of this joint. The second factor is due
to the fact that the hand would never reach the center of
gravity of the object itself (detected from the vision module)
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as collisions from the hand and the object would not allow it
to reach this point. In order to test the performance of the
model, a pre-trained reaching neural network was loaded onto
the simulation, whilst random objects were placed in the
vicinity of the iCub robot. The results of these tests showed
that the model was capable of successfully locating and
tracking the object, and finally reaching the target (see figure
5). Figure 5 is a collection of images taken after the detection
of the object (by the vision system) and the attempt to reach
the tracked object.

Fig. 5. Images taken from the robot during the testing of the reaching module

Figure 6 supports the previous argument, by showing the X, Y
and Z coordinates of 62 random objects that were placed
within the vicinity of the iCub, and then compares them with
the actual resulting position of the robot’s hand.

Fig. 6. Comparison of 62 random XYZ positions of objects, with the actual
resulting position of the robot’s hand

Overall, the experimental setup and results deal with a system
that is able to perform reaching, using stereo cameras from the
iCub simulator. The only input units are the three dimensional
coordinates. Between the vision module and the reaching
module, eleven degrees of freedom were used: six for the head
and eyes, and five for the arm joints. The reaching module was
able to learn an approximation of the randomly placed object
in its vicinity, whilst autonomously discarding unnecessary
joint motion to achieve its goal.
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The next step will be to attempt to grasp the object that the
robot has successfully reached. In the next section, after a
brief discussion on recent work on grasping, we will describe
our approach that was used to solve the well known grasping
problem.
C. Grasping
One of the major challenges in robotics is to reproduce
human dexterity in unknown situations or environments. Most
of the humanoid robotic platforms have artificial hands with
varying complexity. Attempting to define their configuration,
when seeking to grasp an object in its environment, is one of
the most difficult tasks. Many parameters must be accounted
for, such as the structure of the hand itself, the parameters of
the object, and the specification of the assignment. Taking
these parameters into consideration, the ability to receive
sensing information from the robot is crucial when
implementing an efficient robotic grasp. The quality of the
sensing information must also be taken into consideration, as
signals may limit precision and can potentially be noisy. In
recent years, there have been several models implemented to
perform a grasping behavior. The different models can be
divided into categories such as:
• Knowledge based grasping,
• Geometric contact grasping,
• Sensory driven and learning based grasping.
(adapted from [51])
Knowledge based grasping takes into account techniques
where the hand parameters are adjusted according to the
knowledge and experience behind human grasping, therefore
taking advantage of the human dexterity capabilities. This
approach is based on diverse studies on human grasping.
These have been classified depending on parameters, such as
the hand shape, the world and the tasks requirements, and
have been used to suggest solutions in the robotic field [6],
[28], [55].
Although these methods are effective and produce good
results, there is the requirement to have sophisticated
equipment, such as data gloves, to utilize motion sensors.
Furthermore, there is a significant drawback: the ability of the
robot to generalize grasping in different conditions, as the
robot can only learn what has been demonstrated.
Additionally, knowledge based grasping uses the issue of pregrasping, which requires anticipation of the grasp before
reaching the object, and depends on the task and the object.
On the other hand, geometric contact grasping is used in
conjunction with algorithms to find an optimal set of contact
points, according to the requirements, such as feedback from
forces and torques [25], [46]. This is an optimal approach, as it
can be applied to a large amount of dexterous robotic hands
whilst finding a suitable hand configuration. The main issue
with the geometric contact grasping is that there must be a
predefined scenario to be performed and therefore,
generalization cannot be performed. Finally, the sensory
driven grasping approach tries to solve the previously
mentioned problems by using learning and task exploration
[27], [67].
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The approach proposed here relies on artificial neural
networks in order for the humanoid robot to learn the
principles of grasping. Sensory driven models have been
previously utilized to perform grasping with a robotic hand,
using a limited amount of degrees of freedom for circular and
rectangular shaped objects [47], [60]. More recently, Carenzi
and colleagues [15] developed neural network models which
are able to lean the inverse kinematics of the robotic arm, to
reach an object, depending on information such as size,
location and orientation. The model is then able to learn the
appropriate grasping configurations (using a multi-joint hand)
dependent on the object size. Although this work is
interesting, it is highly simplified and both wrist position and
orientation need to be pre-defined.
In our approach, a new method that is based on the sensory
driven grasping approach is proposed. This is achieved by
modeling an additional artificial neural network that is able to
learn how to grasp the different objects in its environment, by
feeding it with the sensory information of the hand itself.
There are many ways in which this can be accomplished, and
a number of interesting proposals have appeared in the
literature. One of the most promising was suggested by Jordan
[30]. Jordan proposed a neural network with recurrent
connections copying the output unit values and feeding them
back to the hidden layer. A Jordan type neural network was
implemented in this research to simulate the grasping of
diverse objects that reside in the robot’s environment. The
neural network’s architecture can be seen in figure 7.
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hand sensor, can be seen in figure 8 and a detailed description
of the hand joints used can be seen in table III.

Fig. 8. Location of the six touch sensors on the iCub’s simulator hand

The touch sensors work in an “off and on mode”. Meaning
that the touch sensor is always off (0), unless there is a
collision with a foreign body that would trigger the activation
of the sensor (1).
Joint

Description

Thumb opposition

Thumb lateral movement

Thumb proximal
flexion/extension

Thumb front-back
movement

Thumb distal flexion

Thumb closing

Index proximal flexion/extension

Index front-back
movement

Index distal flexion

Index closing

Middle proximal
flexion/extension

Middle front-back
movement

Middle distal flexion

Middle closing

Ring and little finger flexion

Ring and little front-back
movement and closing

Table III. List of finger joints used in the grasping module

Fig. 7. The architecture of the employed Jordan Neural Network

The input layer of the Jordan neural network is a vector of the
touch sensory information of the robot’s hand (either 0 or 1),
and the output is a vector of normalized (0 to 1) angular
positions of the 8 finger joints, which are located on the hand
of the robot. The hidden layer comprises of 5 units placed in
parallel. This is the optimal number of hidden units that have
been identified after preliminary experiments. The output
activation values (normalized joint angular positions) are fed
back to the input layer, to a set of extra neurons called the
state units (memory). An image, showing the location of the

The training of the grasping neural network is achieved online
and therefore no training patterns have been pre-defined to
learn grasping; hence no data acquisition is required. A reward
mechanism has been implemented in the network to adjust the
finger positions. The Associative Reward Penalty algorithm
(ARP) is implemented in order to train the network connection
weights. A description of this algorithm can be found in [5].
The error is determined for each of the output units and their
weights are updated in the back propagation algorithm. This
method is used for associative reinforcement learning, as the
back-propagation algorithm is not able to perform such a task.
The neural network would, therefore, need to adapt to
maximize the reward rate over time.
During training, a static object is placed under the hand of the
iCub simulator and the network at first randomly initiates joint
activations. When the finger motions have been achieved, or
stopped by a sensor activation trigger, the grasping is tested by
allowing gravity to affect the behavior of the object. The
longer the object stays in the hand (max 250 time steps) the
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higher the reward becomes. If the object falls off the hand,
then the grasping attempt was not achieved and therefore a
negative reward is given to the network.
A number of experiments were carried out in order to test the
model’s ability to learn to grasp an object that was shown, and
also to ultimately learn how to differentiate between objects
by grasping them in different ways (object affordance and
finding a solution in order to accomplish its task).
The charts in figures 9 and 10 show the results of a simple
experiment, where the iCub robot’s goal was to attempt to
successfully grasp an object (cube) that was placed under its
hand, as seen in figure 11. The object size parameters (in
meters) are:
• width = 0.05, height = 0.03, depth = 0.04.
The object was then modified to a cube such that:
• width = 0.04, height = 0.04, depth = 0.04.
The object was placed at different coordinates in order to
further test the system under simple conditions. Figure 9
displays the reward rate of the grasping neural network during
a training phase of 15 attempts; figure 10 shows the number of
total boxes used, grabbed, and the total number lost during a
simple grasping experiment, with the object of size x= 0.04, y
= 0.04, and z = 0.04.
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A further experiment was conducted which aimed to test the
potential of the grasping module by placing different static
sized and shaped objects in the vicinity of the iCub simulator.
A pre-trained grasping neural network was then loaded onto
the simulation to demonstrate that the system is able to
generalize grasping with different objects.
Figure 11 shows an example of the learned grasping module
that was performed on three different objects: a small cube, a
ball, and a complex object (teddy bear).

Fig. 11. Grasping of three different objects

III. WORKING WITH SPEECH
A. Introduction
Speech shapes a large part of human-human and even
human-machine interaction. There are many cognitive robotic
models which have focused on speech learning [53], [59]. The
goal of this section is to produce a real-time system of speech
understanding.

Fig. 9. The reward rate during the grasping neural network training phase

Fig. 10. Graph showing the total boxes used (Red), total boxes grabbed
(Yellow), and total boxes lost (Green), during a simple grasping experiment
with an object of specific size.

B. Feature Extraction
The human ear can detect and analyze vibration frequencies
that originate from a sound and then distribute the sound to
different nerve cells in the auditory portion of the central
nervous system. In order to replicate this process on a
humanoid robotic platform, a speech analysis software module
has been built which receives raw input from a microphone,
whilst also performing filtering and categorizing speech
sounds. The filtering that is performed on the raw speech data
is a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT calculates a
Fourier Transform of a digital signal using the divide and
conquer method [21]. It takes the 1,024 samples per call and
calculates the frequency spectrum for the intensities of various
sine waves that are the components of that particular sound. In
our model, the sampling was carried out at a rate of 8000Hz,
more specifically 8,000 audio samples per second, thus
requesting 1,024 samples per call; the received packets are,
therefore, about 8 packets per second, equal to 8Hz. The mean
frequency of calls is 8,000/1,024 = 7.8125 Hz.
In order for the system to be able to learn from the sound
analysis that is produced by the speech processing module, we
constructed a self organizing map (SOM) [33], and trained it
using unsupervised learning. The SOM is a single layered
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feed-forward neural network, where the output units are
arranged in a topological two dimensional grid. The purpose
of learning in the SOM is to associate various parts of the
SOM lattice to respond to different input patterns. This is
partially inspired by the auditory/vision and other sensor
information, and how they are handled in distinct parts of the
cerebral cortex within the human mind [26]. Another reason
for the use of such a system is that: the learning process is
competitive and unsupervised, meaning that no teacher is
needed to define the correct output, or to specify which cell of
the output should be mapped for any input. Only one map
node (winner) at a time is activated, corresponding to each
input. The locations of the responses in the array tend to
become ordered in the learning process when a meaningful
nonlinear coordinate system is created over the network for
the different input stimuli [33]. The SOM consists of a 10x10
topological two-dimensional grid, represented by a set of
weight vectors in the output space, and a continuous input
space of 1,024 units for the speech input corresponding to the
FFT. Each input stimuli (spoken word) is divided in a
sequence of 20 temporal patterns. The self organizing map, in
real time, analyses all of the data provided by the filtering of
the inputs via the microphone. In the first stage, called the
initialization phase, all the self-organizing map’s weights are
assigned to a small randomly generated value, ranging from 0
to 1. After initialization, the network goes through three
learning cycles so that it can form the self-organizing map: (1)
the competition, (2) the cooperation, and (3) the synaptic
adaptation. In the competition stage, the neurons use a
discriminant function for each input pattern, which provides
the basis for the competition amongst the neurons. Therefore,
the neuron with the largest value is declared the winner of the
competition. The second cycle is the cooperation step. Here,
the winning neuron of the previous part will determine the
spatial location of the topological neighborhood, of excited
neurons, to enable cooperation among such neighboring
neurons. The third and final cycle is the synaptic adaptation.
This consists of enabling the exited neurons to increase the
individual values of the discriminant function, in relation to
the input pattern, through adjustments made to the synaptic
weights.
The modeled self organizing map has been independently
trained using data collected from various sources. The data
comprises of 112 English words from two different speakers
(words spoken in isolation) and 544 syllable utterances from
two different speakers, for determining the ability of the
system to distinguish between substantially small differences.
The data was collected using different sources, such as an “off
the shelf” microphone, sound files gathered from various users
and samples of syllables and utterances (with and without
noise).
The training of the self organizing map consisted of 50 cycles
per independent word (word pattern). Each training cycle
consisted of a variable number of activations between 3 and
10, and depended on the length of the sound. At the end of the
cycles all the words were correctly discriminated. The average
feature learning performance for the feature map was 92%,
which was obtained by calculating the average performances
of the most activated neurons, in respect to the initial input
provided to the network. The learning performance will
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slightly increase if the number of training cycles is prolonged.
We chose this training setup for its balance between duration
and quality of results. Figure 12 shows the sum of the most
activated neurons over the 50 cycles, for the words “ball” and
“call”. The results of the self organizing maps provide a well
suited sound feature extraction, outputting a sequence of X
and Y coordinates of the most activated neurons.

Fig. 12. Graph displaying the most activated neurons over 50 cycles, for the
words “ball” and “call”

C. Word Classification
In order to extract some constructive information from the
speech module, there is a need to classify and therefore,
recognize such sequences. The classification and recognition
was achieved by constructing a Recurrent Neural Network
with Parametric Biases (RNNPB) [61].

Fig. 13. The RNNPB architecture used

The main feature of the recurrent neural network with
parametric biases is that the blocks of temporal patterns can be
represented by a vector of small dimensions (parametric
biases), which then acts as a bifurcation parameter of
nonlinear dynamical systems [61]. Thus different vector
values are given and the system will be able to produce
different dynamic patterns. A further advantage of using such
a neural network is that the RNNPB is able to encode an
infinite number of dynamic patterns with the values of the
parametric biases vector. Furthermore, the use of the
parametric biases is ideal in their ability to both generate and
recognize sequence patterns as a mirror system after learning
is complete [61]. It is important to mention that the parametric
biases vector for each pattern is self-determined in a non
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supervised fashion. The prediction of the recurrent neural
network with parametric biases is executed depending on the
context. Therefore, the sequences at each step are anticipated
simply by using the previous step and its past history. This
neural architecture is therefore optimal for a classification and
recognition module, as it can learn multiple patterns by
extracting relational structures that are shared among them.
The vector containing such sequences of x/y coordinates is
then passed on to the recurrent neural network with parametric
biases input for the classification generation and recognition.
The total amount of the training lasted for 1,000 epochs, with
each epoch consisting of the presentation of each of the 28
individual speech signal patterns. The final square error of the
output nodes was 0.059 over all of the learning results.
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be seen in figure 14. During the training phase, the robot is
shown an object along with a speech signal. The list of objects
and speech signals, used in this experiment, can be seen in
table IV.
“Blue ball”

“Reach blue ball”

“Grasp blue ball”

“Drop blue ball into
basket”

“Red ball”

“Reach red ball”

“Grasp red ball”

“Drop red ball
into basket”

“Green ball”

“Reach green ball”

“Grasp green
ball”

“Drop green ball into
basket”

“Blue cube”

“Reach blue cube”

“Grasp blue
cube”

“Drop blue cube into
basket”

“Red cube”

“Reach red cube”

“Grasp red
cube”

“Drop red cube into
basket”

“Green
cube”

“Reach green
cube”

“Grasp green
cube”

“Drop green cube into
basket”

“Teddy bear” “Reach teddy bear” “Grasp teddy
bear”

“Drop teddy bear into
basket”

Table IV. List of speech signals used in the cognitive experiment.

Fig. 14. The Goal Selection Neural Network architecture used

The initial two dimensional parametric bias vectors are all
initialized to 0.5; PB1 = [0.5], PB2 = [0.5]. The application of
the learning model to the above list of words reveals the
formation of 28 distinct parametric biases. Figure 15 plots the
parametric biases vectors in a three dimensional graph, where
X is the first dimension of the PB vector, Y the second
dimension, and Z is time.

The Goal Selection feed-forward neural network was trained
with the above data, using the parameters in table V. After
multiple tests of 50,000 iterations, the RMSE (root mean
squared error) was ranging at 0.0368, which indicates a
successful learning of the neural network.
Learn Size Test Size Total
28

28

56

Num
Learn Rate
Iterations
50,000

0.07

RMSE
0.0368

Table V. Training parameters of the goal selection neural network module.

Fig. 15. The Evolution of the parametric biases for each of the sequences

D. Integrating Language and Action
The integration of the speech signals, visual input, and motor
control abilities was based on a Goal Selection Neural
Network, a feedforward neural network. The input to the
network consists of seven parameters from the vision
acquisition system (e.g. object size and location) and two
dimensional parametric biases of the speech signals. The
output consists of four units corresponding to the following
action: idle, reach, grasp, and drop. The hidden layer
comprises fifteen units. The neural network’s architecture can

The testing phase, reported in this section, consisted of the
presentation of a simple object (blue cube) to the iCub
simulator. At first, the object presented was not selected as the
system did not know what to do with it, since it was expecting
an extra feature (the speech signal). Initially, the hand was
positioned in the visual space of the robot, so that it would
initiate tracking of the visual system, calculate the three
dimensional coordinates of the hand itself, and consequently
move the head accordingly. The most complex behavior
sequence is then sounded out “drop blue cube into basket” and
the robot would now focus its attention to the complex object
by means of head tracking. The robot will then attempt to
reach the object and grasp it in sequence. When the grasping is
achieved, it will then look visually for the bucket. It will then
move its arm towards the object by means of retrieving its X,
Y, Z coordinate and then feeding it into the reaching module
and attempting to release the object into the bucket. This
sequence of actions can be seen in figure 16.

IV. CONCLUSION
This experiment described a system which focuses on the
learning of action manipulation skills, in order to develop
object-action knowledge, combined with action-object-name.
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The results demonstrate that the cognitive model is capable of
understanding continuous speech, to form visual categories
that correspond to part of the speech signals, and thus develop
action manipulation capabilities.

(a)

(b)
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tend to discover joint configurations [41]. New experiments
used the complete embodied cognitive model that has been
endowed with a connection between speech signals
understood by the robot, its own cognitive representations of
its visual perception, and sensorimotor interaction with its
environment. The detailed analysis of the neural network
controllers can be used to increasingly understand such
behavior that occurs in humans, and then deduct new
predictions about how vision, action and language interact
between them.
This work provides some useful insights towards the building
a reliable cognitive system for the iCub humanoid robot, so it
can interact and understand its environment. Further research
will aim to enhance and expand the cognitive skills of the
humanoid robot. The model has only been based on the iCub
simulator, but current work is focusing on the testing of the
proposed cognitive control architecture for the physical iCub
robot. Although the simulator is a faithful representation of the
real robot, some functionalities such as vision will require
further attention in order to deal with impurities of real
cameras and the surrounding environment.
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Fig. 16. Selection of images showing: (a) the setup of the cognitive
experiment; (b) the input of the linguistic command; (c) the reaching and
grasping of the blue box; (d) the dropping of the blue box
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